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BSTRACT
As part of an effort to provide more economical ethods for job-skill evaluation in the Army Enlisted Personnel anagement System, a study investigated the use of television as a eans of presenting test items for a sample of tests from the job jell of tank crewman.. The television scene provided the job setting or each item and then posed a question that required a real-time esponse from the examinee. All items were job-connected and_ herefore represented simulated skill items.,The examinee responded irectly to the face of the television screen by means of an lectronic stylus or gun reticle. The test was compared'with a aper-and-pencil test which covered the same items and a hands-on erformance test which covered many of the same items. The results ndicated 4-at television testing is very acceptable to soldiers and easible.
ne validity of the prototype test could not be determined recisely _ecquse the criterion hands-on test was not usable; most xaminees made a perfect score on the hands-on test. (Author/GDC) ***********,i*****************************************-A*************** Reproductions supplied by EDRS are the best that can be made from the original document. *********.************************************************************ :eproveil E r public release, distribution unlimirecl. :iimulated performance resting .:fltHnI is ro 1. Hi;
Television teslii'ing testlinu ABSTRACT (Centime., on reveres sit, +1 nr.,,Pssary and iderltfly 5w '1,-I, number) part of an effort to provide more economical methods far job-skill -valuation in the irilisLed Pernonnel Mangement System (EPMS), a-study investgated the lin.-of television as means of providing test item rosenraricn.
The' television scene provided the job setting for each item and then posed a euehtion that required a real-ti,me response from the examinee.
Ali items were job-connected and thertfore represented simulated skill Hems. The examinee responded directly ) H tit' 1. -, 'II 1.1 t )1 ir,111,-, I , -:.1 '.....!ill 'III t't ),,r1`1 , ! 111,1!1`," l 't t Iv . we.
roduced and administered without difficulty, and the examinees had a very favorable attitude. The examineL-s had no trouble understanding and respnnling to the items. The exalt; nees judged the test as "fair" (impartia.fl in terms of testind them on important tasks they !ti-IH have mastorcd.
The validity of the result-5 was inconclusive.
The criterion scores tor th-hands-on test were unsatisfactory in Lhat most examinees mile a perfect score.
The correlation between the television and hands--an tests was led but nonsignificant.
Comparison between the television and parallel paper-and-peucil tests also showed no overall. Ai:ierence, altherh there were sidnificant differences between many i.Is it tsti ,)1 tt,T;; ;')'1'.1:111,11)., 
INTRODUCTION
Oyer the past 10 years or so, Army has tried to convert more of its testing to the "hands-on" performance mode, especially at training centers and at the beginning skill levels.
Even more emphasis has been placed on performance testing in the last 2 or 3 years with the begin-, ning of the Skill Qualification Testing (SQT) program. Performance testing is highly desirable because of it:T high face validity and high acceptability; however, this type of testing is very costly, hard to standardize, and often not feasible.
The alternative to hands-on performance testing has generally been the standard, group-administered, knowledge-type, paper-and-pencil test.
Although relatively easy to produce and administer, this type of test is generally considered to have low validity and low user Osborn (1970) has Suggested that a compromise validity-feasibility tradeoff point might be reached by using synthetic performance test: According to Osborn, the term "synthetic performance test" -!fers to any performance test that is less than a full hands-on test, but more than the group-administered, knowledge-type, paper-and-pencil test. Synthetic performance tests include all-tests that use any type of simulated, inputs or responses.
Part-task tests, ih which only one or a few response components of a task are measured, are also included under synthetic performance tests. The s-mthetic performance test is conceived as less costly than a hands-on test, but as a test that still ha!--reasonable validity and user acceptability.
To support the Army's adoption of performance testing, the U.S. Army Research Institute has initiated a broad-based research program to investigate the possibilities of synthetic performance testing as a cost-effective alternative to the usual hands-on procedures. The goal of this research is to develop a psychometric h for boti hands-on and synthetic methods.
The research focus beel-, on the use audiovistal media to provide the simulated stimulus inIDut.
The reasoning behind this focus is that audiovisual media stand midway in the stimulus fidelity range, and at the same time, are at the medium to high end of the feasibility scale . Conception of stimulus fidelity and feasibility tradeoff.
2 point insofar aS stimulus input is concerned. Fic:ure 1 shows a conception of this fidelity-feasibility tradeoff.
The overall research ,program has ti -follow.ng objectives:
1.
To explore the parafieters of the various audiovisual media to determine the media's applicability to synthetic performance testing.
To explore various responding modes and response devices that can be used with audiovisual stimulus inputs.
3.
To determine whether those response compents of a cask that can be measured using audiovisual media are sufficient to yield an acceptable measure of the entire task.
4.
To develop a task classification system that will enable a synthetic performance test developer to determine by analyzing the task (a) when audiovisual media should be used as the stimulus input, (b) which medium is advisable, and (c) which response components should be measured.
Several experiments in this research program are now in process using a number of different audiovisual media. This paper, which is concerned with television as the stimulus input, presents the results of the first of these experiments.
This first experiment was limited in nature and focused on the feasibility of-using television as the stimulus input.
As such it was concerned mostly with the first research objective--applicability of media to testing--with some exploration into the second and third objectives, responses to stimuli and test-task comparisons.
Background and Rationale
The impetus for this research stemL from the Army's decision to. substitute the Skill cualification Testing (SQT) program for the current MOS testing program as a means of assessing the job skills of enlisted personnel.
The SOT program is intended to be based or job-sample tests wherever practical, as contrasted -to the current MOS paper-and-pencil knowledge test.
This change was brought about partially as a result of the research of a number of investiga -s (Engel,'July 1970; Engel, October 1970; 7ngel &'Rehder, 1970; .Sf.J__Acey, 1965; Urry, Shirkey, & Nicewander, 1965) whc questioned the validity c' the MOS test for job skill assessment. In 1966 the Army convened a special board of inquiry (Brown Board) to survey the entire question of written MOS tests for assessing job skills and job knowledge.
This board recommended that Performance tests be substituted for written tests wherever practical (U.S. Army, 1966) . Following-the publication of the findings of the Brown Board, the Army has made subst.ntial progress in implementing the recommendation (e.g., the Tank Crewman Advanced Individual Training perform-tests adMinistered in,the form of a "county fair," with examinees movingt,from test to test around the examination area, during and at the end of each training cycle).
However, due to high costs and difficulty i. maintaining standardization, the rprformance test obviously is limited in terms of making up a substantial part of each SQT test.. This is particularly true at the higher skill le.';21s and for many hard-tomeasure tasks. Occhialini (1972) , for eNaple, presents evidence that performance tests are extr_rnely difficult to prepare and administer, and are of questionable alidity. Engel and Rehder (1970) review the arguments againsT the use of performance tests for part or all of the SQT battery.
Their general conclusion is that the exclusive use of 4 performance tests in an SQT batterN would be too costly and impractical, Reacting to the pros and cons of paper-and-pencil vs. performance tests, several researchers have prOposed compromises.
Engel and Rehder (1970) advocate a mixture-of-measurement technique in each SQT test, combining work samples, simulated tests, peer ratings, and paper-andpencil tests.
They present evidence indicating that cognitive items can be measured adequately by paper-and-pencil tests; that motormanipulative items require work sample or simulated tests; and that peer ratings can be used to judge social, leadership, and overall ability. Osborn's (1970) approach is concerned with developing synthetic tests that it is hoped wfil eliminate some of the i4racticality of administering performance tests, while reducing the vLrbal component and improving the validity of paper-and-pencil tests. Osborn visualizes a continuum bounded on one extreme by paper-and-pencil knowledge tests and on the other by job-sample skill tests. Within this continuum, a number of synthetic tests more or less removed from each extreme can be constructed.. The continuum is conceived of as being scaled in psychological units and Varies along the dimensions of stimulus fidelity and response fidelity (or a mixture of 'both).
In any combat situ_Lion, the stimulus dimension would be a large complex composed of visual, auditory, tactile,-kdresthetic,-olfactory, pain, and stress inputsl: The response dimension would be an equally large complex of cognitive, motor-manipulative, and perceptual outputs.' For the purposeS. of illustration, the stimulus and response fidelity dimensions forarmor crewmen might be conceptual4.zed as shown in Osborn maintains, in an analysis similar to the one shown in Figure   f , 2, chat one must pull away from each excreme of the continuum to develop 71 synthetic tests that are both feasible and more valid than paper-andpencil tests.
An important aspect of Osborn's conception is his reasoning with regard to part-task testing (Osborn & Ford, 1976) . In this conception, each task is composed of a number of response components divided into Cognitive, perceptual, and motor behaviors. - Figure 3 shows a task brokenL Response components for task: Loading round into main gun on an, M60A1 tank.
6 down into response components.
(This task is performed by the loader on an M60A1 tank.)
Pilo reasoning behind part-task testing is that it may not be necessary to test every response component in a particular task in order to determine how well the whole task can he performed.
It may be possible to get a good indication of whole-task performance by measuring only a few'response'components or perhaps measuring only one critical response component.
Part-task testincj becomes crucill when audiovisua] stimulus inputs are used because the nature of the medium precludes obtaining any measurements on most motor-response components.-In order to obtain measurements on motor-response components one needs to test on real equipment or a hands-on simulator. Since the measurable 'response components in audiovisual simulation are limited to perceptual and cognitive ones, it follows that the usefulness of audiovisual stimulus inputs is dependent upon the validity of the part-task testing concept._ One objective of the research program is to check the part-task testing concept by correlating scores made on bart-taks using audiovisual stimulus inputs with scores made on'the corresponding whole task tested in the hands-on mode.
li of Television in Testing. Television has been used in testing primarily as a recording medium (Cockrell, 1974; Hays & Pulliam, 1974) . A study by Shriver (Shriver, Hayes, & Hufband, 1974 ) explored the possibilities of using television as the stimulus input in a performance,test. After developing the test, Shriver concluded that tel did not offer much promise in terms of replacing hands-on testing. He listed eight disadvantages of'the television medium and decided to abandon the method and not attempt a systematic comparison between the television test and hands-on performance tests. Some of the disadvantages mentioned follow:
Television tests place the subject in a. passive role, watching someone else perform and evaluating the Correctness of the performance. There is no reason to believe that success in this evaluation role,will insure success in the active role of performing the task.
2.
Television violates a major ground rulq7of criterion-referenced. testing in that it emphasizes process measurement rather than product measurement.
3.
Television costs are'very high compared to those of slides or graphics because of the ldrge amount of equipment needed and the large personnel time'requirementsShriver's criticisms are informative, but they do not necessily ' settle the case.
The nature of the medium does-include some practical difficulties both in producing-the stimulus tapes and in administering 7 20 the H!;t.
:Iowever, these difficulties are minor compared to the complex practical. difficulties in using television as the stimulus and to ma)-:e a rough comparison among television, papr-and-Pencil, :inn nds-on performance tents
The secondary objective was to conduct of a responding device (Telestrater) designed to permit to respond directly to imagos on a screen (se Appendix c).
:itieally, the oljeetivos were as Follows: Diffieultie., and costs involved with administering television testDetermine the acceptability of television testing by examinees. 
METHOD
The overall methOd consisted of (1) producing a television test for a sample of -tasks from the job field of tank crewman (11E MOS), (2) producing a parallel paper-and pencil test covering the same items, and (3) comparing the results made or,these two tests with the results made on an existing-hands-on performance test that covered many of the same items.
The job field of tank crewman was selected because much prior research had been done in this field.
A complete, task analysis was available, and a hands-on performance test has been In use for the Tank Crewman Advanced Individual Training course for 2 years.
This existing hands-on performance test was felt to,be a good bade , against which to compare the television and parer-and--pencil tests. 8 
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The first step in producing the television tape was to select the critical tasks in consultation with military experts.
The selection criteria were set by the military and included such considerations as importance to fulfilling the mission; safety to the crewman, and safety to the equipment.
The critical tasks selected were quite similar to !,or each of the remaining critical rponse components a television test item was conceived and a television shooting script was written.
Each item was televised in a crude fashion with a handheld eter.a and a p(ntable videotape recorder.
The raw footage was edited roughly into a prototype television test by the addition of narration and titles... The prototype tape was intended only as a model for a professional tape to 1 produced later and as a vehicle to check technical accuracy and television feasibility.3 7ilitary experts checked the prototype tape for technical accuracy and understandability.
A revised televsion script incorporated suggestions; a final television tape was produced using professional television personnel, cameras, and editing facilities.
The shooting and editing of his final tape required approximately 30 calendar days (about 15 actual working days) .
The final tape consisted of /17 test items plus 4 p-acl;ice items and had a running time of 53 minutes.
The items ranged running time from 1 There are five skill levels for each PROS ranging from skill level 1 (beginning) to skill level 5 (most advanced)..
Work on the preliminary television tape and the task selection required to produce it were done by Human Resources Research Organization under contract to the U.S. Army Research Institute. Table 1 provides a description of the final television tape. The Categorizin:: of response components into perceptual, cognitive, or .motor, types was somewhat intuitive.
The intent was to show the predominant element of each response component and not to imply that other elements were not present.
Ot the 47 items shown Table 1 , only 37 were administered to the examinees in the expo invent and only 30 were scored. Most Skill, level 3 items were eliminated before the experiment upon the rec..mmendation of the Hllitary staff at the Armor Center. These items were considered too aanced for the examinees, Aft.er'the start of the experir it, several Firy advisers recommended the elimination of six morn items, and one item was eliminated d., to a poer'teleision nicture. These sev n i.,J-Hus were administered but not scored.
The
,otnotes in Table 1 give the reason for the elimination of any item and also explain wk(i certain it :m were not included on the hands-on test.
A more eciffic description of each respone type shown in Table 1 follows;
'Iultiple choice.
The examinee was required to selict one answer from a list of three, four, or five alternatives. These alternatives were somet:mes the s as those in the usual paper-andpencil, testnamely, words on the screen--and sometimes cohsisted of in. jes on the screen. (2) Error detection., The examinee was required to watch a procedure being performed on the screen and to indicate the time an location of an error, if one occurred, at the time it occurred.
The examinee was shown the procedure twice and responded on the second showing. Motor manipulation.
The examinee placed a plastic gun tetiiple (thbse teticles used with the main gun in theM60A1 tank) on various stationary and moving targ2ts as'if preparinq)to fire the main gun.
Th-ereticles were also used to simulate the asijk6tment of fire that would be made if the first round missed the target.
The motor manipulations' )rnponse was supposed to be a,crude simulation of the actual response in aimind the main gun.
However, the movements required were so far down on the scale of response fidelity that the motor component appeared not to he Measured at all.
Perhaps the reticle response was primarily per,:eptual and cognitive . The paper-and-pencil items and the tel'-,vision items differed dre4.
1:1 the amount of time allotted to repond to each item.
The total ti,.
llmit wee the same for both tests; however, examinees could allocate the response time any way they chose on the paper-and-pencil were restricr,i to 10 second per item on the televi.:ion test.
Dn the papernd-l_:encil test., cix.aminees could c; sqe their--on rn,
items and anhwor later, and review their answers; on the teleioilDn test., none of thin flexibility was bermitteC, These diflorences between the twa tests were retained because each medium lends itself most readily to the type of procedure used. Any Her procedures or a common procedure for both tests would hac required much more control and thereby reduced administration feasibility.
Hands-On Performance Test
The hands-on-.test was cne-routineLy administered to tank crewmen trainees as a final examination for the Advanced IndividnalTrainin-' :r7,r course.
This test was given in the foLm of a county fair with ations and 30 performance measures.
Examinees were graded on a "go/no-go" basis for each performance, measure.
For each no-go, examnees were required to seek out remedial training a:, report back later for a retest. If the 'retest was a no-go the exami had to report back the next day, after further remedial training, for a second and final test.: Par the purposes of the present experiment, the score recorded for each examinee was the number of first-round no-go's.
This won not a particularly good criterion because the number of no-go's was very small% Response Equipment ,A secondary objective of the study was to check out the television response equipment (Telestrator).
This equipment consists of a clQar plastic electronic tablet and associated recording and programing components.
The electronic tablet covers the television screen ,(the LiLlet is approximately inch away froM the screen at the center of the screen and approximately,1 inch away at the edges of the screen).
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The During the test, examinees are credited with a correct answer if they touch the screen at the correct preprogramed time and location.
Any other response by an examinee is counted as incorrect.
Only one answer is" permitted for each time, and the first answer--correct t !-incorrect--made during the 10-second response period iL; counced.
The response equipment was in prototype foLdr and bee Ise of operational difficulties could not be used for the 07(periment.
However, if proved possible to test the operating concept of the equipment by placing a human grader behind each examinee and having this observer record en a sheet of paper whether. the examinee touched the correct location at correct time. This gre Lng task was quite simple, and during a pilot run with eight examinees there were no difficulties in grading.
The television monitors were black and white and measured 15 inches diagonally.
The examinees sat approximately 2 feet from_the sets at self-regulated distances so that they could manipulate the respb/.re implements comfortably.
Prior to the start of the experiment, it waS,decided to remove the electronic tablets from in f-nnt of the screens because of parallax problems After the tablets were removed, the accuracy of the responding and scoring improved to a very precise level.
The response implements consisted of a stylus used for all multiplechoice._and error-detection items, and two plastic gun reticles used for rotor-manipulation items. The stylus was simulated by using the eraser an ordinary lead. pencil.
The two plastic gun reticles, the same the M32 and M1U5D main gun reticles in the M6OA1 tank, were manipulated by small wooden knobs glued to the plast:_c reticles.
Examinees
The examinees were tank crewmen who had just completed the Advanced Individual Training/Armor course.
Altogether, 134 examinees assigned from three different companies were tested.
Examinees were drawn from the companies by a selection process best described as haphazard rather than random; however, there is no reason to believe that selective bias was present_ As each group of examinees arrived for the experiment for each session, the group was randomly assigned to the television or paperand-pencil test.
Originally, 144 examinees were scheduled for the experiment, but 2 were lost due to scheduling problems and 8 were lost due to scoring problems.
Procedure
Testing was conducted over a-5-day period in three morning and five afternoon sessions. The actual schedule and distribution of examinees are given in Table 2. 14 2? Each group of subjects reported at 0800 o/ 1300 and was given an Orientati, session explaining the purpose of the experiment.. All of the paper-and-pencil group was administered the paper-and-pencil test right after an orien_ation. The television test was administered to four examinees at a time; the rest ef the televi sion group was assigned to a waiting room.
Both the televiton and the paper-and-pencil tests required approximately 1 hour to complete. Ar>sroxima 10 minutes of training were required to teach the examinees the methods for responding to the television items. Most oF this training was concentrated on the use of the plastic reticle. The examinees were trained by having them respond to the four practice test items.
rf any examinee had difreuity with the reticles, such as choosing the incorrect reticle or holding reticles incorrectly, the tape wes stopped and the four Practice items presented again. In no case was it necessary 0 present the practice items more than twice.
RESULTS reasi ility of Using Television in Testing
The ee_Iminees did not appear to have any difficulty in understanding the items.
All of the r. ntent had been covered in the Advanced Individual Training course, and the examinees had been tested on similar items several times.
Pll of the items were also performance based and posed questions` -het fl-7.ur normally in everyday operati'ons.
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The rasponding proceeded smoothly for most items.
The examine responded very Adickly on the easy items iapproximately 1-2 seconds with the stylus, 1-4 seconds with the reticles) .
on difficult items, the am.-tult of respon:e time allotted (10 seconds ) still appeared ample, although there nsualii would be a lot of hesitating over the answers. On only a few items the examinees failed to respond.
When queried after the completion of the test about the amount of response IE most ey,lainees indicated that for the most part the response time was adeque A few examinees sai that more response time should have been Lotted to some items.
The administration of the television test was more time consuming than that of die paper-and-pencil test hecause of the need to provid:, preliminary training 1, the correct way to respond and the limit 
Acceptance of Tel Testing
The reaction of the examinees to t*e television test appeared to be quite favorable.
Postexamination interviews indicated that most examinees actually preferreb the television test to the hands-on test and all examinees thought the television test was fair.
Even when queried about the test's being used as a loasi, For promotion or extra pay, the examinees still thought it was fair Mme examinees preferred the hands-on mode of testing, but no ,refereed the paperand-pencil mode.
Some reasons merit-fled for preferring the television mode follow:
Scoring is fairer and not dependent upon the whims of the test administrator.
2
Testing is faster and not so drawn out...
3.
In television testing. no one is shouting at you and ordering you around.
Some of the reasons for ereferring the hands-on mode follow:
There is more time to think and to respond.
Testing is more spread out and doesn't come so fast.
3
Television nurts the eyes. 16 There is ''1.111Ce to walk around between items.
The .xaminees also indicated that television testinq would be letter than paper-and-pencil tes because the quetions would be more uplerstandable 1-,,guire much less reaCting..
Comparison of Television, Paper-and-Pencil, and Hands-On Tests
The comparison between the mean percent error made on the television test and that made or.. the paper-and-pencil test is shown in Table 3 . The means for the television and paper -arid-pencil tests do not cliifer to any great degree, indicatinq that the difficulty levels of the two tests are 7airly equal. Unweighted mean 25.14 One interesting facet of the data is that afternoon television examinees made many more errors than the morning groups-These results are L:,,nvineing because they are consistent across the first 3 days of the exueriment and because the afternoon means for Days 4 and 5 are consistent with the other afternoon means.
There c' as not appear to be any mornin-afternoon effect -mr the paper-and-pencil test.
Th lalysis of variance using the unweighted means analysis for unequa. Jell frequencies (Winer, 1962 )-is shown in Table 4 . This analysis shows no difference between the television test ad the paper-and- if ill re'!-,u t :; t lc significant mean s,tuare (M!';) These results are shown in Tal)le lnspection of tne means indicate!,1 little differene-between the television and paper-and pencil groups, or Between fhe morning and al-tornoon groups.
If anything, the afternnpn group performed slightly better than the morning group.
AM analysis of variance of these results showed ne, significant difference for any of the variablen. Although overall scores on the television and paper-and-pencil tests did not differ, there might he differences among the various items.
Accordingly, the items were grouped by response type !multiple choice, error detection, and motor manipulation) and log linear Chi-square tests (Shaffer, 1973) were comnnted for each item. Table 6 sfic:s that there was a wide variation of difficulty among the items nnn nn from 10 to q1^, error. Per the i toms there was L.tt-le difference between the television and paper-and-pencil versions. ,illy 1 of 13 items showed a significant difference. It is interesting to note that errors of commission are more difficult to detect on television; whereas errors of omission an,1 no-error items are more difficult to detect on paper-and-pencil.
Three of the eight motor-manipulatioe items show some significant difference, and all three of these items show more difficulty for the television test. The net result of this item difficulty analysis shows five items more difficult on television tests and five items more difficult on paperancl-penciJ t=ests.
This canceling effect is reflected in the overall nonsignificant difference between the television test and the paperand-pencil test.
The last analysis, in Table 7 , shot7s the correlations rf the hands-0;, est with -.le paper-and-pencil test and the television test. Those correlations are also broken down for the morning and afternoon groups. There is a lo,/ positive correlation between the television and hands-on tests and also between the paper-and-pencil and hands-en tests. The paper-and-pencl correlation is significantly differe _ from 7...er,); however, there is no significant difference between the television versus the handy-on and the paper-and-pencil versus hands-on correlations.
The breakdown for morning and afternoon groups shows a somewhat higher positive correlation for the afternoon group and very little correlation for the morning group. Once again, there is no significant difference between the television and paper -and-pencil correlations with the hands-on test. from this research indicate that it is Hossible to produce a HTntl-lc,tjct nsi.no teicision as the stimulus inbut. The examinees can under:: .nd the problems, make proper responses, and accept the test as "fair" for career evaluatioh.
The experience gleaned from the production and administration of this prototye test indicates that television testing is more costly than paper-and-pencil testing but far less costly than hands-on testing.
The production of she tape, from conception to final editing, required several months and used the services of a substantial number of professional people.
Televison tests are also somewhat inflexible, not only in the difficulty in e-Lfectihg changes in the test, but also in the timing decisions -the amounts of time to allot for posin each question and for each rese--tht h71, to be made before the producinn of the test.
Television testing will have a much mOrie promising future if a presentation and response device can be designed which will permit the examinee to advance to the next item as soon as the present one is answered, to see the same item twice, to chahge answers to an item, and to review the entire test. Such a capability Would permit the ,flexibility of presenting multipart items, such as in troubleshooting and would permit the presentation of multimedia items, such as using both television and technical manuals in the same item.
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The pree ex1n provides evidenee that fele,,Ision tesng in highlyacceptable to the examinees-Their pre,f)minant attitude was t.h,it: the test was little di. erk-mt from t hands-on to:-7,t,n in the Ad vaneYd Individual Training course, except that teloviion was quicket and less sub-ject to senrinq error.
Al t of the !cc,nt:-; were familiar to the examinem and the items were one.; that they had been studying tor H-13 weeks.
Televiion used in the multiple-ehc)ido format aPpears to off'
advantage over slide or paper-and-pencil format:;. liefore the experiment, it: was felt that television would an advantage tor those items in which motion was an integral part of the stimulus. For. ey.amspangenburq (1971) has shown that ;itching a ¶-i'lev,sion A prnceduro sequence of be true for involving motion lead!-; to more learning than watching a still shots.
However, this advahLa(je of motion proved to one motion item in the oresent re r;earch (item 6, Tattle 6) but not 1-.rue for two items (5 and 7) .
Perhaps if more motion-type item.-, had been included in the multiple-choice cot:egery an advantage might_ have been shown.
In the error-detedtion eaVegory there did appear to be a cear-cut difference between television and paper-and-pencil item.
Were the fidelity of the stimulus did seem to play a role, and the enriched stimulus of the television picture may have presented cues to the examinee".
The two :._r.or-deLection that proved to be more ,difticalt for 'elevision examinees liter ant'.
14, Tables 1 and 6) were two of the first error-detection itm_ to be presented.
Since error detettion was an unfamiliar response for the examinees, this unfamiliarity may have caused some difficulty.
This same phenomenon can be seen in the motor-manipulation items which involve an even more unfamiliar response_ Here tna television examinees had more diffici31tw with the first few items town did the paper-and-oencil examinees.
The correlaLlions between the synthetic and the hands-on L'aSL5-are too low to warrant recommenJing the suostitution of synthetic for hands-. on tests.
However, the correlations for the afternoon groups are high enough to encourage further research. The hands-on criterion test used in the present experiment was somewhat unsatisfactory because of the large number of perfect scores.
The drop in the scores on the television test for the afterhon -group as comt eto the morning group was interesting but unexpect. One possible explanation for the drop may be that the examinees wer required to stare continuously at a fairly large television screen Hrem a very close distance for approximately 1 hour.
A human being may able to tolerate this strain to the morning but by the afternoon accumulated fatigue plus a heavy Army lunch may have combined with the stra:n to produce a letdown. 
tounh7-17 tj'Y
The fir step Was to ask various military training Hunnc'ry, automotive, and such) to submit a list of critical taki; whic .;hou1,1 1)e tested.
These departments su5 tted a total of 75 Rosa -Ie only a limited number of tasks con be used on the final tape, the list had to he pare down considerably. Many t'.asks were elimtnat,cd in ordot i.e ha lance the test among skill levels and crew Do,sitions. I:or example, 4D of the tasks received from the departments were for skill level. 3 and only 5 of these ask.; were on the final -emaining exes:; tasks were eliminaed by deciding to limit tle Lest to tasks associated with the actual operation of the tank. Critical areas such as drug abue, first aid, leadership, and tactical decisions, and complex tasks, such as s;-,:,tching In area map and tasks that required excessively long televtion inInning times, were eliminated.
The first step in developing specific test items for each task was 2 list all response components making up a task and decide whether ei.1L .. The error-,otection r on!--;e type was include:. _ibt-f-ul resnone t,,-pe and more thought and reerch are needed 72riflr
Lc_s anc,.,:,tanc.: as a useful 1)rocedure.
3.
Motor manipulation. This respons-type was rather ecific to this narticular study and the response equipment being evaluat,A.
12 fact, ..:trong selling point of the response equipment was its provsion for testing the motcmanipulation ite. All test items under his particula[ respo:.-;0 type pertained to wn, re the examinee should place tne reticle on the television screen when simulating 'firing the main g lc under conditions. gowever, analysis reveals that this res!,-H,_ type is really a test of motor ability, but rather a test of a combination of perceptual cognitive abilities. The cognitive element. was knowing the correct lead and elevation for each target and the perceptual element was being able to discriminate the correct lead and elevation. There is no evide! t :Le that the ability to manipulate a plastic reticle on a screen has any correlate-in with the motor element involved in aiming an actual gun.
On the plus side, this response type is more of a recall item than a multiple-choice question and therefore should provide a more exact me, -, of recall. On the rn!itiL3 side is the requirement to learn a new re. onse gu,ckly (manipulating plastic reticles). Incorrect responses may he caul -ed by lack of knowledge or perceptual ability, or merely by failure to master the new response of manipulating plastic _ rticles.
This response type, like the error-detection tcsi, '110 type, needs much more thought and research prior to a(..ptane as a procedure.
Some comments on a few miscellaneous topics may also he useful:
Ise of a time_period to indicate error.
One item (3i Tables 1   and 6) n the television test used the pass,ige of time as the cue for the examinee to note an error.
That is, the actor waited only 5 secons before continuing a procedure, where the prescribed procedure in toe technical manual calls for a 120-180-second wait.
Some cri.ism has indicated that this time:-passage technique might confuse examinees because Americans have been conditioned through exposure to moti pictures and televisi,.)n to accept any length time period shown on a scri,en as the 4propriate time. Long 'toms.
Several items on the television tape had relatively lona runnig Lmes (approximately 3 minutes). Some critics claim that including !Irinh 1,;ng items may be unwise because coverage of the total subject matter is res. :L.T(1 at best, given a 50-60 minute time limit for the test. rii_hough a long item may not necessarily confuse the examinees, it noteworthy that 3 out of 4 long items retained in the test did prove very difficult for the television examinees and all 4 of the long items omitted from the study appeared to be confusinLJ pilot ru.,1:_;.
Another reason for omitting long items is the i-fficulLY in getting an actor to perform a long Sequence in letter-)erf fashion.
One very long item on the tape (evacuate injured crewnein) was never completely satisfactory.
The final take was acceLi her:ause the director b; came concerned with the safety of the actor playing the role of injured crewman. To attempt to show more than one cll_oseup in any one sequence tends to confuse the viewer.
Restricted view.
Even with a wide -angle lens, television gives a, very restricted view and care must be taken to provic setting shots. Precise judgments as t(, the :placement of controls are difficlt to make from a television pictiure.
5;
Poor depth perception. Much depth perceptioi. is lost in a television picture.
Items that depend upon jud(:ment of depth should be omitted.
G.
Closeup and motion.
Any kind of motion hi a closeup shot is confusing.
Necessary movements must be i2ry slow and precise. However, it should be noted that slowness is per rived an error by many people.
More research needs to be accumulatd before a more precise set of guidelines can be prod,. Fur television testing. Particularly needed is development of a muJe adequate stimulus presentation and responserecording device. Also needed are researchers well grounded in the capabilities and limitations of television and the use of television cameras, lighting, and editing equipment.
Television testing offers much potential but before this potential can be reached, much preparatory work r .ains to be done. You are the loader in an m60A1 tank.
The tank commander gives the following fire command: "GUNNER, BEEHIVE TIME, TROOPS, ONE SIX HUNDRED"
The firinr' switch has een checked and the breech is ol six steps in order:
(1) Select. a BEEHIVE round.
(2) Insert the round 2/3 of the way into the chamber. Step (2) 
APPENDIX C EVALUATION OF THE TELESTRATOR EQUIPMENT4
One of the reasons the television test was designed and produced was to evaluate the Teletrator equipment (also known as the Telestar equipm,mt).
The novel component of this equipment is an electronic tablet which can be fitted over thefece of a television screen. The tablet will record the horizontal and vertical (XY) location when it is touched with an electronic contact point embedded in a stylus or similar indicator (such as a gansight reticli). By the proper use of auxiliary recording equipment it is possible to record the place and time the screen is touchr!d. The recording equipment includes a counter which keeps a running toAl of the number of items, number of answers attempted, and oumber of correct answers.
The complete system includes the electronic tablet, a programing unit, and several student units.
The programming unit is used by the test developer to place electronically on the television tape the XY coordinates or the correct answer for each test item and the time period during which the equipment will accept this answer. The student unit compares electronically the programed answer and the examinee's answer an.1 records the results.
The student unit provides three types of feedback to the examinee for each test item.
Immediate feedback is provided by a high-pitched tone and a small red light that comes on for a correct answer versus a low-pitched tone and no light for an incorrect answer. Slightly delayed feedbaCk comes from a counter which shows'new totals of items and correct answers at the end' of the programed time period for answering each problem.
As to whether the lelestrator equipment has any merit or not,' it is necessary to examine both: As.with most newly designed equipment, the Telestrator contained many bugs and never worked properly. HoweVer,.it was possible to test some aspects of the equipment by using human graders to record right or wrong answers by the examinees according to the time and place the screen was touched.
Several pi 7)t tests were run with the following results.
This suunary
Telestrator operation was submitted previously to the Training Support Division, TRADOC.
3;
(1) Accuracy.
There is a fundamental flaw in the Telestrator design insofar as precise responding is concerned. The equipment c. Ls claimed to he accurate t0 1/4 inch. However, due to parallax the actual accuracy was mure on the order of 1 or 2 inches. This grossness effectively eliminated the use of the reticle test items because with any reasonable size reticle no discrimination was possible `or_ leads or rar. The grossness also eliminated many test items in which the examinee was required to discriminate among several tan eontr, is.
The spa ing between these controls as shown on the screen was not grat enough to permit exact_ programin of the answers, and one answer box would overlap another.
The parallax results from mounting the electronic tablet at some distance from the actual television screen (due to curvature of the television screen the parallax increases as one approaches the edge of the screen) . in e. der to continue the experiment and test the idea of responding to television, the electronic tablets were removed from the television monitors and the examinees were reguirdd to touch the face of the actual television screens.
This completely eliminated all parallax and permitted the use of reticle items and other precision responding.
(2) Video pre-sentation.
The electronic tablet is constructed in such a manner that it blocks a 1-inch-wide area around the outer edge of the television screen. This is a serious limitation because it is necessary to use a small. -size monitor for such closeup work and this outer 1 inch covers a substaftt..ial part of the available-screen area.
B.
Testing Strategy
Because of the device's failure to work properly and the poor design of the electronic tablet, it was not possible to evaluate the testing strategy completely.
However, by eliminating the parallax (removing the electronic tablets) and using human graders to record responses, it was possible to make a limited test of' the strategy.
(1) Responding to television. The examinees seemed to have a little trouble understanding the test items, and responded very precisely. Three types of test items were used; Multiple choice; Error detection, and Reticle manipulation.
No training other than instructions was required for learning to respond to the multiple-choice and error-detection'items. Approximately 10 minutes were required for training on the reticle-manipulation items. (2) Time to respond.
Ten seconds were allowed for responding to each item.
The time limit was generous and most examinees responded to most items in less than 5 seconds.
(3) Perception of test. The examinees perceived the test as being "fair" and most actually preferred the television test over the hands-on test. 34 4o (4) Comparison with other ,sts. The telovisi n Lest was compared to parallel paper-and-pencil and hands-on tests.
(a) Paper-and-pencil test.
Overall there was little difference :Jetwn the mean scores on the television and the paper-and -p. rcil Howev.r, on an item-hy-item b.:ihis there was coniderable diffference for T;I:; .
-..c!ction, the television score were much hotter: ole manipulatiotH the television scores were worse.
P )
There was a low positive correlation between t± tetc:.-ision test JH sire hnods-on tent.
This correlation was less than desi,ehble.
The exrui
Ht was too limited to permit any conclusions at this time to the vol .Aity of the above results.
C.7))
Feedback.
Because the eaminces wore tested four at a time and because the Telostrater equipment was not work it was not ,.ossible to provide immediate feedback after each iter' (6) Eye fatigue.
The television test and the responding mode r'7uired the examinees to stare continually at the television monitor. Thcire were many coriaints of eyestrain and there is some evidence that th,.-J afternoon television examinees performed more poorly than the morning television examinees.
Conclusions and Recommendations
(1) The Telestrd'Jor equipment as presently designed should be rejected because of the pa_allax Taroblem.
(2) The television method appears to offer enough promise to warrant the testing of other response devices which do not have the parallax problem. (1.) There are many unknowns in television testing and the overall testing strategy, and the research etfort needs to be greatly expanded soon as: (a) A more definitiv comparison with hands-on tests. (b) research on the "immediate feedback" idea. 
